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Abstract—Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have been driving the mainstream of Machine Learning applications. However, deploying DNNs on modern hardware with stringent latency requirements and energy constraints is challenging because of the compute-intensive and memory-intensive execution patterns of various DNN models. We propose an algorithm-architecture co-design to boost DNN execution efficiency. Leveraging the noise resilience of nonlinear activation functions in DNNs, we propose dual-module processing that uses approximate modules learned from original DNN layers to compute insensitive activations. Therefore, we can save expensive computations and data accesses of unnecessary sensitive activations. We then design an Executor-Speculator dual-module architecture with support for balance execution and memory access reduction. With acceptable model inference quality degradation, our accelerator design can achieve 2.24x speedup and 1.97x energy efficiency improvement for compute-bound Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and memory-bound Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).

Index Terms—Neural networks, accelerator architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have led to important breakthroughs that expand the possibilities of applying artificial intelligence (AI) to many domains, including visual and auditory recognition [1], [21], [25], [44], natural language processing [14], [46], autonomous driving [9], medical analysis [16], and so forth. Although DNNs have been driving the mainstream of AI applications, it is challenging to efficiently deploy them on modern hardware due to their compute-intensive and data-intensive nature.

Computing activation is at the core of DNNs computations. However, not all the activations in DNNs need accurately computed results. We observe that frequently used activation functions in DNNs, such as ReLU in CNNs and sigmoid and tanh in RNNs, are noise-resistant in particular regions. As shown in Fig. 1, activations in the insensitive regions of ReLU and the saturation regions of sigmoid and tanh are resilient to noises induced to pre-activated values. We refer to these regions where small changes in input become negligible after activation functions as being insensitive. In other words, these activations in the insensitive regions can afford approximate results, while only the remaining activations in the sensitive regions need accurate computations. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2, a large portion of activations are in the insensitive regions. This observation motivates us to use low-cost noisy computations on activations in the insensitive regions and only seek to compute expensive accurate computations on activations in the sensitive regions. While model compression techniques exploit static redundancy elimination by pruning [24], [33], [38] and quantizing model parameters [42], [47], [53], the redundancy of activations is dynamic and orthogonal to static model compression techniques. Exploiting dynamic activation redundancy opens up opportunities at computation skipping and memory access reduction.

To this end, we propose an algorithm-architecture co-design to exploit dynamic redundancy elimination and boosting DNN inference efficiency. At the algorithm level, we present the dual-module processing method: given a pre-trained DNN layer regarded as the accurate module, we propose to use a lightweight module with fewer parameters and lower precision, distilled offline from the accurate module, to approximate the
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We present the dual-module processing method and a mixture of accurate and approximate results. DU
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Fig. 3. Illustration of dual-module processing. The approximate module with quantized and dimension reduced (QDR) weights \( W' \) and inputs \( x \) spends low-cost computations on intermediate results \( y \) that are further used to generate the dynamic switching map \( m \). With dynamic switching, the expensive computation and data access of executing the accurate module are saved. The final pre-activated vector \( y \) is a mixture of accurate and approximate results.

results in the insensitive regions. We illustrate the online dual-module processing of one layer in Fig. 3: firstly, we execute the approximate module with a quantization and dimension reduction step (QDR) on the input activations; secondly, we use a threshold-based neuron-wise dynamic switching method to precisely determine which activations can afford approximate computation, represented with 0s in the switching map \( m \); then, we only run the accurate module to compute sensitive activations, represented with 1s in \( m \); finally, we combine the outputs of the approximate module in the insensitive region and the outputs of the accurate module in the sensitive region.

At the hardware level, we propose DUET, a Dual-module architecture. DUET has a dedicated Speculator running approximate modules and an Executor running accurate modules. Although dual-module processing could theoretically save a significant amount of operations, it poses challenges on accelerator architecture design when processing DNN layers. On the one hand, the Speculator could become the new bottleneck or increase critical path latency and degrade overall performance. On the other hand, imbalanced workloads caused by neuron-wise dynamic switching lead to computing resources underutilized in the Executor. The architecture design of DUET features fine-grained Speculator and Executor paralleling and balanced execution in the Executor. For memory-bound DNN layers, our design can save expensive memory accesses of accurate module computed by the Executor.

To summarize, our work presents a general algorithm-architecture co-design that achieves computation saving and memory access reduction on various types of DNN including CNN, LSTM, and GRU. We list our contributions as follows:

- We present the dual-module processing method and a learning algorithm to distill a lightweight approximate module from the original accurate module, i.e., the targeted DNN layer. We also propose a threshold-based neuron-wise dynamic switching method to choose and eliminate activation redundancy (see Section II).
- We design a specialized dual-module architecture to support general acceleration of DNN layers (see Section III). We facilitate the decoupled executor-speculator design with fine-grained pipeline to hide Speculator latency. Moreover, for compute-bound layers, we design an online adaptive mapping to address imbalance issue and improve Executor utilization. For memory-bound layers, our design enables dynamically skipping unnecessary memory accesses (see Section IV).

- We further conduct experiments and analysis to evidence the effectiveness of our solution on various models. Compared with normal DNN execution without dual-module design, DUET achieves 2.24x speedup and 1.97x energy reduction on average with balanced execution and reduced memory access. Besides, the lightweight Speculator only consumes 6.6% of total area and less than 7% of total energy consumption (see Section V).

II. DUAL-MODULE PROCESSING

The philosophy of dual-module processing is to use approximate modules for insensitive activations and only compute accurate results for sensitive activations. We propose to learn an approximate module from each DNN layer that is regarded as the accurate module. The learned approximate modules have low-volume parameters and low precision. We propose a threshold-based dynamic switching method to decide which activations are in the (in)significant regions.

We first explain the dual-module processing algorithm by taking a Feed-forward (FF) layer as an example and then extend it to CNNs and RNNs. For an FF layer with batch size of one, the operation is typically formulated as \( z = \varphi(y), y = Wx + b \), where \( W \) is a weight matrix \( (W \in R^{n \times d}) \), \( x \) is an input vector \( (x \in R^d) \), \( b \) is a bias vector \( (b \in R^d) \), \( y \) is a pre-activated output vector \( (y \in R^n) \), \( z \) is an activated output vector \( (z \in R^n) \), and \( \varphi \) is an activation function.

A. Learning Approximate Modules

The design goal of approximate modules are two-fold: firstly, much fewer computations and memory access than the original module; secondly, approximating the original modules accurately. Inspired by dimension reduction algorithms from the machine learning community [2], [37], we propose to project the input vector \((x \in R^d)\) to a lower dimensional vector \((x' \in R^k)\), and then construct weight matrix \((W' \in R^{n \times k})\) of the approximate module with significantly fewer parameters.

We use random projection as the dimension reduction method when constructing approximate modules. We constrain the elements in projection matrix \((P \in R^{k \times d})\) to be ternary, i.e., \( \sqrt[3]{\frac{1}{2}} \cdot \{-1,0,1\} \), following the recommended probability distribution in random projection [2]. Each element in \( P \) has 1/6 probability of being any non-zero value in the above set, and other 2/3 probability of being zero. Thus, we can perform the dimension reduction, i.e., Ternary Random Projection, with additions and accumulations instead of MAC operations. Finally, the approximate module’s weights can afford aggressive quantization as the approximate results are only used for unimportant activations.
Optimization Object. The goal of the approximate module is to make the estimated output results as accurate as possible. To train the approximate module such that it is a good approximation of the original module, we utilize the knowledge distribution method by taking the original module as the teacher network and the approximate module as the student network [36]. To this end, the optimization goal should be minimizing

\[ \sum_s \| (Wx + b) - (WPx + b') \|_2^2 \]  

(1)

where \( s \) is the mini-batch size of inputs.

Dynamic Switching. Given the results \((y')\) from the approximate module and accurate results \((y)\). The final output vector – a mixture of results from approximate and accurate modules – can be assembled by

\[ y = y \odot m + y' \odot (1 - m) \]  

(2)

where \( m \in \{0, 1\}^n \) is the switching map for determining which output activations belong to the insensitive region, and \( \odot \) is point-wise multiplication. We have

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sigmoid/tanh} : & \quad if \ |y'_i| > \theta_h, \ m_i = 0; \ else \ m_i = 1 \\
\text{ReLU} : & \quad if \ y_i < \theta_h, \ m_i = 0; \ else \ m_i = 1
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

where \( \theta_h \) is the threshold can be obtained by tuning with the \( \theta \) transformation on input tensor. Then, the input and output become matrices rather than vectors, but the overall algorithm is the same as FF layers.

B. General Applicability

Our method is generally applicable to various types of DNNs. We have illustrated dual-module processing on Feed-Forward (FF) layers with general matrix-vector multiplications (GEMVs). Here, we further discuss how to extend it to Convolutional (CONV) layers and RNNs using LSTM as an illustrative example.

Convolutional Neural Network. For a CONV layer, We can apply dual-module algorithm to CNN by first doing the im2col transformation on input tensor. Then, the input and output become matrices rather than vectors, but the overall algorithm is the same as FF layers.

Recurrent Neural Network. Different from FF layer, LSTM layer consists of an input-to-hidden matrix and a hidden-to-hidden matrix and takes current step embedding vector and previous step hidden vector as inputs. Accordingly, we revise the dual-module processing as discussed in FF layer to construct two low-dimensional and low-precision weight matrices in an approximate module. When training the weight matrices of approximate modules, we sum the loss of all time-steps in back-propagation.

III. DUET ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

In this section, we present a dedicated dual-module accelerator named DUET, to enable the proposed dual-module processing scheme with better performance and energy efficiency. Based on DUET’s architecture, we further devise different dataflow and mapping strategies optimized for CNNs and RNNs, respectively.

![Fig. 4. Overall architecture with an Executor running accurate modules and a Speculator running approximate modules.](image)

A. Overview

The top-level block diagram of DUET is shown in Fig. 4. Overall, the accelerator consists of three major components: an on-chip global buffer (GLB), a specialized 2D PE array called the Executor, and a decoupled Speculator to handle approximate module processing. In general, the Speculator and the Executor run in parallel. On the one hand, the Speculator uses outputs from the Executor to perform speculation, i.e., running approximate modules in the Speculator, generating approximate results and dynamic switching maps. On the other hand, Executor leverages the switching maps to reduce computations as well as memory access. The decoupled architecture of Executor and Speculator further enables a fine-grained pipeline design of the dataflow, which will be demonstrated in Section IV.

Control: DUET has two-level of control logic. The global control configures the whole system and is responsible for handling traffic between on-chip GLB and off-chip DRAM, traffic between GLB and Executor, and traffic between GLB and Speculator. The lower-level control consists of the control logic inside each PE and the Speculator, which runs independently.

Global Buffer: DUET has a 1MB GLB that can communicate with both the off-chip DRAM module and with the on-chip computation resources (Executor and Speculator) through the NoC. Besides the data needed for computation (input, weight, and output), GLB also stores the data required and generated by the Speculator. These data include the weights for the Speculator, the switching maps to be used to reduce computations for both CNNs and RNNs), the mapping configuration to balance PE workloads for CNNs (see Section IV-A) and finally the approximate speculation results (only for RNNs, see Section IV-B). GLB provides a total bandwidth of 512B/cycle to feed the Executor and the Speculator sufficiently. The parameters are chosen through design space exploration and are validated via a cycle-accurate simulator.

Network-on-Chip: As shown in Fig. 4, the NoC in DUET applies a similar design as appeared in Eyeriss [11], which has two dimensions: Y-bus and X-bus. The vertical Y-bus interacts 17 X-buses, with 16 for the Executor and one for the Speculator. Each PE in the Executor has a reconfigurable \((row, col)\) ID, and different X-buses or PEs have the same ID if they are receiving the same data. During the data transmission, each data loaded from the GLB is given a specific \((row, col)\) ID.
order to correctly deliver the data to its destination, 17 Multi-
cast Controllers (MC) as shown in Fig. 4 are used to compare
the row ID with the row ID of each X-buses. Another 16 MCs
will match the col ID of the data with the destination’s col ID
tag. The unmatched X-buses and PEs are deactivated to save
energy.

B. Hardware Efficient Speculator Design

Fig. 5 shows the overall architecture of the Speculator.
The design target of the Speculator is – with small area
and energy consumption – to provide sufficient throughput
for generating approximate results and switching maps that
supply the Executor to reduce computations with negligible
loss of model quality. Each index in the switching map is
one-bit, indicating whether a specific neuron should use the
approximate results or need to be updated later by the accurate
results from the Executor. In other words, the Executor only
needs to compute the output neurons with switching index
equals to 1 in the switching map.

As discussed in Section II and illustrated in Fig. 5, our
dual-module processing method introduces three auxiliary
steps to generate switching maps before the layer execution:
the quantization step, the dimension reduction step, and
the speculation step. The first two steps together make the
speculation computation to be both low-dimension and low
precision (INT4). The approximate results will be further passed
through the Multi-Function Unit (MFU) to perform non-linear
activation (e.g., ReLU, tanh, and sigmoid) and generate final
approximate results. Speculation output that falls in the sensitive
region will be considered as important output and have its
switching index set to one in the switching map. Finally, after
generating switching maps, an optional analyzing step called
adaptive mapping is added afterward to process the information.
This step is essential for CNN execution to help balance the PEs’
workloads (See Section IV-A). We demonstrate the process of
the Speculator step by step below.

Pre-Step: Data preparing. At the beginning of running
the Speculator, the ternary projection matrix \( P \) and quantized
\& dimension-reduced (QDR) weights are loaded into on-chip
buffers, i.e., the Projection Matrix buffer and the QDR Weight
Buffer as shown in Fig. 5.

Step 1: Quantization. We use 16-bit fixed-point data in the
Executor’s high-dimensional execution, where the fixed-point
data are essentially INT16 with a scale in FP32. Therefore, the
output of the Executor will also be the same format. In order

to use these results as the input activation and multiply them
with the low-precision QDR weights, we need to first quantize
them from INT16 to INT4 values with the Quantizer and then
stash them into the Activation Buffer. The conversion from
16-bit to 4-bit is realized by simply truncating the 12 least-
significant bits (LSBs) and keeping the four most-significant
bits (MSBs). Accordingly, the scaling factor also needs to be
increased by 4096 (\(2^{12}\)) to maintain the same quantization
range. The rounding error caused by 16b-to-4b quantization
is inevitable, but such aggressive quantization applied in the
Speculator has negligible impact on model quality as the values
are only used in the insensitive regions.

Step 2: Dimension reduction. The dimension-reduction
step multiplies the quantized input activation with the projection
matrix \( P \) to further reduce the dimension. Since all the values in
\( P \) come from the set \([-1, 0, 1]\), we can efficiently implement
this step in hardware with addition and accumulation instead
of using multipliers. As shown in Fig. 5, the Alignment
Units first change the signs of input activations according
to the element values of \( P \). Then the Adder Trees perform
the accumulation of sign-modified input activations. This carry-
save-adder tree structure operating in pipeline provides high
throughput for dimension reduction. The dimension-reduced
inputs are buffered in QDR Input Buffer for the next step.

Step 3: Speculation computation & Switching map
generation. As shown in Fig. 5, after quantization and dimension-
reduction, the inputs and weights in low dimension and low
precision are stored in QDR Input Buffer and QDR Weight
Buffer. We then conduct the INT4 inner-product operations
using a \(16 \times 32\) Systolic Array. We use systolic in the Speculator
rather than another 2D PE array to perform regular dense
GEMM operation because such design achieves better energy
efficiency with simple control. The size of the systolic array
is searched based on design space exploration in Section V-F.
The results from the Systolic Array will be accumulated
with the partial sum and sent to the Multi-Function Unit
(MFU) to calculate the final activated output. The MFU
implements different activation functions, including ReLU,
tanh and sigmoid. Equation (3) represents how to generate
the switching map, and we further compare these approximate

\[
\text{Equation (3)}
\]
results with the predetermined thresholds from the fine-tuning phase. All the values that fall within the sensitive region will have their switching indices to be one.

**Step 4: Adaptive Mapping.** As mentioned above, with the switching maps and speculation results, the Executor only needs to compute a small portion of accurate activations. However, processing with sparsity information causes different PEs to have imbalanced workloads for CNNs [20], [45]. To tackle this problem, we further propose the Adaptive Mapping strategy to change the order of the computation between different output channels so that output tiles with similar workloads are computed together. Such reordering is very hardware efficient that can be handled directly inside the Speculator using a dedicated Reordering Unit. We will further demonstrate our approach in Section IV-A. As for RNNs, our designed dataflow guarantees that there is no workload imbalance between different PEs, and we can bypass the reordering operation. However, we do need to store the results for approximate activations; these 4-bit results are dequantized to 16-bit data with the Speculator’s dequantizer and sent to GLB.

To sum up, the Speculator produces three types of information: firstly, the switching maps indicating which output can be skipped by the Executor; secondly, the reordered filter ID that the Executor follows when computing the output feature map; thirdly, the approximate activations required by RNN models. With decoupled Speculator and Executor design and the fine-grained pipeline between these two components, we can hide the latency of speculation as much as possible to increase the overall performance. The hardware efficient quantization and dimension reduction also greatly reduces the area and energy overhead to process approximate modules.

### C. Specialized Executor Design

The Executor processes accurate modules using 16-bit fixed-point arithmetic. Overall, the Executor applies a typical spatial 2D PE architecture to explore different data reuse types. Furthermore, we add specialized hardware components inside each PE to leverage the dynamic switching maps to reduce computation and memory access. As shown in Fig. 6, each PE consists of dedicated buffers for different types of data, a 16-bit pipelined multiplier and adder, and a local multiply-accumulate micro-instruction lookup table (MAC Instruction LUT) which is the key of skipping unnecessary computations.

On the PE level, we regard processing DNNs as orchestrating and executing multiple MAC operations. Each MAC operation requires two loads for input and weight values, one load for partial sum, and one store for the updated partial sum. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the MAC operations are represented with micro-instructions (μinst) that stored in the MAC Instruction LUT. Each μinst contains the input activation (IA) index, weight (W) index, and output activation (OA) index indicating the address of the load/store operations. Besides, an extra tag-bit is added to enable computation saving. MAC operations with tag bit being zero will be directly skipped. We only use the indices to locate the relative positions of the values in the input/weight/output tile. As long as the tile’s shape is kept the same, these indices do not change. For a given NN layer, the PEs are processing a static shape of input, weight, or output tile. Therefore, the μinst’s indices only need to be generated once at the beginning of layer configuration, and remain unchanged and shared by all the PEs throughout the execution of the whole layer. The dynamic switching maps will be used to configure the tag bits for different tiles to enable computation skipping.

We further use a simple example of CNN to demonstrate how the PE utilizes switching maps to skip unnecessary computations. As for RNNs, the case is even simpler. In the example shown in Fig. 6, every step the PE is processing a \(3 \times 5 \times 1\) input tile, and a \(3 \times 3 \times 1\) filter tile to generate a \(1 \times 3 \times 1\) psum in the ofmap. Therefore, each PE is mapped with \(3 \times 3 \times 3 = 27\) MAC operations for each step. To configure the tag-bit, we load the corresponding IMap and OMap from GLB and stored them in PE’s local buffer. The OMap shows whether an output activation needs to be computed by the executor, and IMap shows whether the input activation is zero or not. We only mentioned output switching maps (OMap) in the previous content, but for CNNs, the ineffectual neurons are set to zero, making the OMap become the input sparsity maps (IMap) for the next layer. In this way, we pay the overhead of dynamic switching once, but the switching map is used twice for the current layer’s OMap and the next layer’s IMap. Besides, if a predicted effectual neuron turns out to be ineffectual after ReLU, we will update the switching index of that neuron from 1 to 0 and then send it to the GLB. With this correction step, when the OMap is loaded as IMap for next layer, it will have even higher sparsity to save more computations.

Based on the switching maps, we can easily decide whether a specific instruction can be skipped or not. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, the OMap shows that only the first element in the \(1 \times 3 \times 1\) output tile needs to be computed. Therefore, all the MAC operations related to the other two output neurons can be discarded, leaving only nine necessary MAC operations. Moreover, since the IMap shows that \(2/3\) of the input activations are zero, we can further reduce six MAC operations. Finally, each MAC operation is augmented with a 1-bit tag using simple Boolean logic. PE’s local control will locate the valid
MAC operation in the instruction buffer to perform necessary computation.

IV. DATAFLOW AND MAPPING

DUET is able to support both CNNs and RNNs with a unified architecture. The efficient hardware design presented in Section III guarantees that different units can well handle their required tasks. However, to achieve the expected performance speedup and energy saving, we still need to have fine-grained dataflow design and hardware mappings. Essentially, we decouple the Speculator with the Executor so that they can run in parallel and let switching maps to be generated prior to run the Executor. Nevertheless, the data dependencies between the current layer’s output and the next layer’s run-ahead approximate module execution makes it challenging to orchestrate the execution dataflow of the Executor and the Speculator in pipeline. Therefore in this Section, we separately describe how DUET handles CNN models and RNN models while addressing different bottlenecks during the run-time.

A. Processing CNNs with Balanced Execution

DUET computes a CNN model layer by layer. The accelerator is configured once for each layer to sequentially process batches of ifmap. The configuration bits are generated offline based on the layer structure and hardware constraints. During runtime, they are loaded as a long scan chain to configure the accelerator to process a layer in a certain tiling shape and set up the mappings for the Executor and the Speculator.

a) Overall Pipeline: For illustrative purposes, suppose we have a CNN layer with a $5 \times 5 \times 3$ ifmap and six $3 \times 3 \times 3$ filters, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Therefore, the ofmap would be of size $3 \times 3 \times 6$, assuming no padding. In this example, the Executor consists of $3 \times 3 = 9$ PEs. Each line of PEs will together computes a specific channel of the ofmap. Within the same PE line, different PE loads different tiles of ifmap and filter that contribute to the same area in a specific ofmap channel. Thus, the output partial sum will be horizontally accumulated. Since different lines of PEs compute different output channels, input feature maps are shared vertically within the same column of PEs.

During the execution, the ofmap is computed step by step. Each step the PE array generates a $1 \times 3 \times 3$ output tile, each line generates a $1 \times 3 \times 1$ tile. Therefore, it takes 6 steps to finish computing the ofmap. After finishing a step, we first move along the channel dimension of the ofmap to compute the next tile. In this example, after the first tile is generated, we then compute the red tile as shown on the ofmap in Fig. 7(a). In this way, when these two tiles are sent to the Speculator as input activations to perform speculation, the speculation results using tile1 and tile2 can be further accumulated together. Otherwise, if tile1 and tile2 are different areas in the same channel, the speculation output of tile1 and tile2 will be also at different areas that cannot be accumulated. This will increase the memory footprint of the speculation.

Therefore, the Executor computes each layer’s output tile by tile, while the Speculator uses computed tiles to perform sparsity speculation for the next layer. In this way, we can pipeline the speculation with execution, hiding the latency of speculation while lowering the memory overhead. In the example shown in Fig. 7, while the Executor is still computing layer L’s output, the Speculator is already using existing results to generate switching maps for layer L+1. Therefore, when the accelerator start to process layer L+1, it already has the OMap to be used to skip a considerable amount of unnecessary computations. Also, as mentioned above, the OMap of the previous layer will be updated by the Executor and serve as the IMap for the next layer to further reduce computations.

b) Adaptive Mapping for Balanced Execution: The key challenge of computation skipping in CNNs is the workload imbalance caused by irregular sparsity distribution, which further results in PE under utilization and performance degradation. Specifically, different PEs can have different numbers of necessary MAC operations in the same computation step. Therefore, PEs with less computations will finish earlier and have to wait for the other PEs.

Depending on the sparsity type, there have been several ways to balance the workloads. Prior work [20], [41] focus on input and weight sparsity. Since the weight sparsity is static and generated offline during the training phase, they adopt offline sorting based on the weight density to reorder the computation sequence prior to the inference. This idea is not suitable for dynamic output switching (OS), as the switching map is generated dynamically during run-time. Online sorting will incur longer latency and energy consumption.
Other work like [4], [45] target on output sparsity. These work are based on a coupled executor/predictor design with early termination mechanism. Specifically, the prediction is indeed part of the execution process. If the prediction results indicate the output to be zero, the execution will be stopped here. Otherwise it will be completed. To tackle the workload imbalance caused by output sparsity, they mainly use two approaches. The first idea is to enable asynchronous PE execution, so that whenever a PE finishes its current computation, it can initiate a new computation step. However, this approach causes significantly design and energy overhead due to extra memory access and complicated NoC/buffer design. The second idea is to apply an empirical approach by expecting the computations to be evened out along a certain input dimension. For instance in Predict [45], the authors claim that the summation of the computations with the same coordinate across different ofmap channels is nearly the same. However, in order to achieve this balance, they need to increase the tile size of each computation step, which requires larger local buffer and memory footprint. We believe these approaches are sub-optimal and energy inefficient, and the reason is because their dataflow is based on single-module architecture which cannot generate the switching maps prior to the execution.

In DUET, we solve the imbalance issue by the decoupled speculation-execution and hardware efficient dynamic adaptive mapping. The decoupled design ensures the switching maps to be generated prior to its execution, which also gives us extra time to perform online sorting using the proposed adaptive mapping. We further design a dedicated Reorder Unit in the hardware to reduce the mapping latency.

We use Fig. 7(b) to demonstrate our approach. Suppose in each step, we can generate two \(2 \times 2\) switching maps corresponded to two ofmap channels. Besides, the Executor has 4 PEs that are organized in a \(2 \times 2\) square. In the normal dense case, output channel 0 and 2 will be mapped to row 0 (PE0&1), and output channel 1 and 3 will be mapped to row 1 (PE2&3). Therefore, Channel 0 and 1 will be later processed at the same time, while channel 2 and 3 are computed together. However, due to output sparsity, the workload of these channel are unbalanced as shown in the figure. Thus, such naive mapping strategy will cause different row of PEs to be under-utilized within the same step. In this case, a better computation sequence would be to compute 0 and 3 first, followed by channel 1,2.

Therefore, our design achieves more balanced PE workloads by changing the order of computing different ofmap channels. Since the switching maps are generated in advance, we can examine the total workloads for different output channels within several tiles. Based on these numbers, we further group the output channels that have comparable operations together. After this, a new sequence of ofmap channel is generated. Later when the accelerator processes next layer, the Executor will load filter weights according to this new sequence to have balanced computation time.

Note that, adaptive mapping only changes the order of computing the ofmap channels. In other words, it only affects the sequence of loading the filter data, while the ifmap access and data reuse pattern are not influenced. Also, the output are sequentially stored in the GLB according to their original sequence. For example, even though Channel 0,3 are computed together at first, and Channel 1,2 comes later, in the GLB they are still stored as Channel 0,1,2,3. In this way we can keep the ID unchanged for the next layer when loading the ifmap data.

Our adaptive mapping only considers the imbalance issue caused by output sparsity so that different rows of PEs are balanced. Inside each row, there will still be imbalance within the PEs due to input sparsity. However, we observe with our experiments that, it is negligible compared with output imbalance. Besides, further enabling more complicated mapping and reordering strategy will considerably increase the sorting overhead.

c) Architecture Support for Adaptive Mapping: In our design, the adaptive mapping is done inside the Speculator’s Reorder Unit. As tiles of switching maps are sequentially generated, we send them to the Reorder Unit in addition to writing them back to the GLB. The design of the Reorder Unit is shown in Fig. 8, it consists of multiple 1-bit adder trees that will sum up all the switching indices corresponded to a specific output channel. Each output channel will have a total count of estimated computations. Note that, this number does not represent the workloads for the whole channel, but for the tile that will be processed within one computation step. Then, we compare the sum with preset interval thresholds and write the channel IDs to the corresponding buffers, i.e., Buckets shown in Fig. 8.

Using the same example in Fig. 7(b), each of the four output channels will have a sum indicating its computation quantity. In this case, the sums are 4, 1, 2, 4 for channel 0,1,2,3. Since there are two PE lines in the Executor, there will be two Buckets in the Reorder Unit. In this case, the channel that has more than two valid output elements will be stored in Bucket0, and others that contain less valid output will be stored in Bucket1. To do so, we only need to compare the four sums with a preset threshold 2, and channel ID 0,3 are grouped together, while ID 1,2 will be stored in the second Bucket. During execution, the Executor will load the filter data in the order of Bucket0,
Bucket1, which gives us the optimal computation sequence as demonstrate above.

B. Reducing Memory Accesses and Computations on RNNs

Finally, we describe how DUET handles RNN models. Compared with CNN models, processing RNNs is more memory-bound. For instance, given an input vector of length 1024, the weight matrix used for computing each gate in an RNN cell would be 1024 x 1024, which requires a 2MB of memory space. Furthermore, although the weights are shared between different input elements, the recurrent data dependency requires us to compute the previous hidden state before we can process the next one. Therefore, during the execution, we have to constantly and cyclically load each weight matrix from the off-chip DRAM. This motivates us to focus on reducing the off-chip memory access with the proposed mechanism, while keeping the dataflow simple enough to ease the control overhead and avoid workload imbalance.

a) Overall Dataflow: For illustrative purpose, we consider an LSTM network with two recurrent LSTM Cells \( L_1, L_2 \) and an input sequence with 3 elements \( x_1, x_2, x_3 \), as shown in Fig. 9(a). The inference is executed element by element and then layer by layer. To be more specific, as demonstrated by Fig. 9(b), for the first element \( x_1 \), the weights of \( L_1 \) are fetched from DRAM. Due to the limited on-chip memory capacity, each time we can only load part of the weight matrix corresponded to a specific gate. After the first hidden state of \( L_1 \) is computed, we use the results and \( x_2 \) to compute the second hidden state. To do so, we need to reload \( L_1 \)'s weight from DRAM. Finally, after all three input elements are passed through \( L_1 \), the same process is repeated for \( L_2 \).

Inside each layer, the computation is also handled in a sequential pattern. Using the same example in Fig. 9(b), suppose we are passing \( x_1 \) through \( L_1 \). We first compute the input gate \( i \) and then the forget gate \( f \), followed by the update gate \( g \) to compute cell state \( C \), and finally, we compute the output gate \( o \) to get the hidden state \( h \). The computation is mainly matrix-vector multiplication and vector accumulation and activation functions.

b) Gate-level Dual-Module Pipeline: With the baseline dataflow, we further introduce how to utilize the Speculator to perform speculations for RNN models and hide the speculation latency. In DUET, we speculate the output of each gate before its execution. As illustrated by Fig. 9(b), we start with \( x_1 \) and \( L_1 \) and perform quantization and dimension reduction for the input gate \( i \). Similar to CNN, this will give us a binary switching map indicating the important neurons that need to be updated with accurate results from the Executor. What’s different is that, apart from the switching maps, we also store the approximated results for those ineffectual output neurons in the GLB. After the sparse high-precision computation for gate \( i \) is finished in the Executor, we add the two vectors together. As a result, in the final output vector, the approximate activations are generated by the Speculator, while the effectual activations are computed in the Executor. With the switching maps, for the weight matrix and bias vector, only the rows related to the accurate output activations need to be fetched from DRAM. Our approach saves memory accesses and computations.

During the Executor’s execution of input gate \( i \), the Speculator can start the speculation for the forget gate \( f \), since we only need \( x_1 \) and \( h_0 \) as our input to perform the speculation. Similarly, the speculation of the other gates can also be hidden with the Executor’s computation. Throughout the processing of each layer, only the speculation for input gate \( i \) cannot be hidden due to data dependencies.

c) Reducing Off-chip Memory Access and On-chip Computations with OMap: As shown by Fig. 9(c)(d), each PE line in the Executor is mapped with a specific row of the weight matrix to be multiplied with the input vector to generate a single output value. Therefore, if the switching map indicates that a specific output neuron is ineffectual, then we can completely skip the computations related to this neuron during the execution. More importantly, there is no need to load the corresponding row in the weight matrix from the DRAM. Saving weight data access is especially crucial as the profiling results show that off-chip memory access greatly influences the overall performance and energy consumption. With the proposed dual-module processing mechanism, we can directly reduce the amount of data to be loaded from DRAM to GLB and from GLB to Executor. The overall computation complexity and processing time are also reduced, further boosting the performance of executing RNN models.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the dual-module processing algorithm and the supporting accelerator architecture of our co-design for improved inference efficiency of DNNs. At the algorithm level, we present the trade-off between inference quality and efficiency in terms of FLOPs reduction and data access reduction. At the architecture level, we demonstrate the improved efficiency with DUET and compare DUET with state-of-the-art DNN accelerators with computation skipping.

A. Algorithm Evaluation

**Benchmarks.** We evaluate our method on a set of machine learning tasks. We choose AlexNet, ResNet18, and ResNet50 to perform image classification on the ImageNet dataset. We also evaluate RNN-based models on language modeling with LSTM and GRU using the PTB dataset and machine translation with GNMT using the WMT16 en-de dataset.

**Quality and Efficiency trade-off.** Our dual-module processing method provides a trade-off model inference quality with improved efficiency. With acceptable quality degradation, DUET can boost DNN execution efficiency that could be critical in latency and energy-constrained application scenarios. In Fig. 10 (a) and (b), we show the FLOPs reduction at different levels of accuracy loss in both top-1 and top-5. With 1% top-1 accuracy loss according to MLPerf, our method can reduce operations by 3.33x and 5.15x using AlexNet and ResNet18, respectively. Comparing with prior methods computation skipping in CNNs, namely SnaPEA [4], FBS [19],
We first show the overall speedup in Fig. 11(a). Compared with the single-module baseline design, DUET achieves 2.24x average speedup on typical CNN and RNN models. The performance improvements mainly come from three aspects: firstly, total computations are reduced with dual-module processing; secondly, hardware-efficient adaptive mapping ensures balanced execution and high PE utilization in the Executor; finally, advanced switching map generation for DUET control logic. We use CACTI and Micron Power Calculators for SRAM and DRAM estimation. Table I lists the area of major components in our design. The primary area consumption comes from the on-chip memory buffers, while the Executor accounts for 40.0% of the total chip area, and the Speculator only accounts for 6.6% of the area.

**Comparison baselines.** We first use single-module architecture with only the Executor as the baseline architecture. We also compare DUET’s performance, energy consumption, and energy-delay-product (EDP) with state-of-the-art accelerator when running the same workload. Specifically, we extend and validate the simulator to support Eyeriss [11], Cnvlutin [5], SnaPEA [4], and Prediction [45]. These architectures span over datalow optimization and computation skipping of sparse activations, which sufficiently supports the evaluation of DUET. We first illustrate the imbalanced execution caused by neuron sparsity and how our proposed adaptive mapping can mitigate it. Then we use other sparsity-oriented works to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed dual-module architecture design.

**C. Performance speedup analysis**

**Overall speedup.** We first show the overall speedup in Fig. 11(a). Compared with the single-module baseline design, DUET achieves 2.24x average speedup on typical CNN and RNN models. The performance improvements mainly come from three aspects: firstly, total computations are reduced with dual-module processing; secondly, hardware-efficient adaptive mapping ensures balanced execution and high PE utilization in the Executor; finally, advanced switching map generation

![Fig. 9. Illustration of (a) sample LSTM network, (b) RNN Dataflow and (c)&(d) Executing GEMV with reduced computations and memory access. We apply a gate level speculation/execution pipeline to hide the speculation latency. Each PE-row in the Executor is mapped with a dot product between a row of weight matrix and the input vector. Each PE-row will finally generate a single output value. Therefore, if the switching index is zero, we can directly skip a complete dot-product operation.](image)

![Fig. 10. Model inference quality vs. savings. Dual-module processing of DUET achieves better quality and saving trade-off and supports a wide range of DNN models.](image)

![Fig. 11. (a) Overall performance speedup and energy efficiency; (b) Comparison with other accelerators.](image)
greatly reduced off-chip memory access for memory-bound workloads.

**Layer-wise breakdown for different techniques.** To further give more insights to the evaluation results, we provide a layer-wise breakdown for the CONV layers of AlexNet and ResNet18, and we show the effectiveness of our schemes in four stages. The comparison baseline is to only use the Executor with the same mapping and basic dataflow. As shown in Fig. 12(a), skipping computations given output switching map (OS) without adaptive mapping can only obtain 1.20x speedup on average due to imbalanced execution. Enhanced by adaptive mapping, i.e., Balanced Output Switching (BOS), the performance speedup can achieve 1.93x. Moreover, with integrated input and output switching maps (IOS), the performance can be boosted to 2.36x as more computations can be skipped. Finally, the integrated input and output switching maps (DUET) design with adaptive mapping can achieve a 3.05x average speedup.

We use the layer-wise MAC utilization of CONV layers, from AlexNet and VGG16, in Fig. 12(b) as the metrics to evaluate execution efficiency. For example, CONV5 in AlexNet has 65.5% computation sparsity when using OS, which could have 2.9x speedup, yet only achieves 1.36x. The gap between actual speedup and theoretical computation reduction indicates the severe imbalanced execution caused by coupled OS speculation. The average MAC utilization of OS only is less than 50%, again, due to imbalanced execution. While integrating the input sparsity with output sparsity (IOS) could have more computation reduction than using OS only, PEs are more under-utilized – on average, 30% in Fig. 12(b). We observe higher speedups on CONV layers with more channels. DUET can have more balanced execution with output switching and adaptive mapping. Compared with imbalanced OS, the average utilization of balanced OS can be improved from 47% to 76%; the average performance speedup is increased from 1.20x to 1.93x. Similarly, IOS boosted with our adaptive mapping (DUET), the average MAC utilization and the speedup of CONV layers increase from 30% to 39% and from 2.36 to 3.05x, respectively.

As Executor and Speculator compute for important neurons and unimportant neurons to deliver final activated results, balancing the processing time of Executor and Speculator is critical to achieving better performance rather than having the Speculator become the new bottleneck. The latency results of Executor and Speculator are shown in Fig. 12(c). Compared with baseline Executor without computation skipping enabled by dynamic switching from Speculator, DUET can reduce Executor average latency from 1.06 ms to 0.29 ms with dynamic switching and adaptive mapping. On average, Speculator latency is 0.20 ms that can be hidden with the latency of Executor with pipelined processing.

For memory-bound RNN layers, we focus on the latency of off-chip memory access and on-chip computations. As shown in Fig. 12(d), BASE processing is severely bounded by accessing weight data from off-chip memory. Enabled by dynamic switching in DUET, the off-chip weight data accessing latency is reduced to 0.30 ms from 0.65 ms.

**D. Energy efficiency analysis**

**Overall energy savings.** As shown in Fig. 11(a), DUET can achieve 1.95x energy saving on average using Executor-Speculator dual-module processing compared with baseline single-module processing. The energy saving is achieved by cutting on-chip computations and buffer access as well as cutting off-chip data access. Specifically, for Executor, the computations and local buffer access are greatly reduced by

---

Fig. 12. Breakdown analysis for DUET. (a) Layer-wise speedup improvement applying different techniques in DUET. (b) Layer-wise MAC utilization (%). (c) Latency comparison between the Executor, the Speculator, and the baseline single Executor design. (d) Memory and compute latency for RNN models. (e) Overall energy breakdown (w/ off-chip memory access). (f) On-chip energy breakdown (w/o off-chip memory access).
taking advantage of the prepared switching maps. For the Speculator, although we need to load QDR weights and store the computed approximate data, we make sure the computations are low-dimension and low-precision, which keeps the cost of these extra memory accesses as low as possible. Besides, the approximated results for the insensitive activations are reused to save energy consumption further.

**Energy Breakdown.** To further interpret the energy efficiency of DUET, we show the layer-wise energy breakdown in Fig. 12(e) and (f). For compute-bound layers such as CONV layers, the energy saving benefits are mostly from the reduction of MAC computations and local buffer accesses in the Executor. For memory-bound layers such as RNNs, reducing weight data accesses from off-chip memory enabled by DUET helps energy efficiency. These results support the above analysis and demonstrated our initial optimization targets. We show the on-chip energy breakdown in Fig. 12(f). The Speculator’s energy consumption only consumes a small portion, ranging from 3.5% to 6.3% for CONV layers and less than 1% for RNNs compared with the total on-chip energy of baseline.

### E. Comparison with SOTA CNN Accelerators

A special case of dua-module processing is ReLU-based output sparsity prediction typically appeared in CNNs. While the focus of DUET is supporting computation and memory accesses reduction in general DNN models, we compare with state-of-the-art CNN accelerators, i.e., Eyeriss [11], Cnvlutin [5], SnaPEA [4], and Predict [45], with computation skipping to demonstrate the benefits of our architecture design choices. We scale all designs to have the same number of MACs and similar on-chip memory size, and we normalize all results to DUET, as shown in Fig. 11(b). DUET achieves better results in terms of latency, energy, and energy-delay-product (EDP).

**Performance comparison.** Performance-wise speaking, Eyeriss equals a dense baseline as it only supports power-gating to save energy but computation skipping to improve performance; thus, it has the worst latency among others. Equipped with either input sparsity detection or output sparsity prediction mechanisms, Cnvlutin, SnaPEA, and Predict can reduce processing latency from computation skipping, the performance improvements are limited by only single-source computation skipping from either input or output. The workload imbalance caused by irregular sparse activations as in Cnvlutin and SnaPEA compromises the performance.

**Energy efficiency comparison.** Cnvlutin, SnaPEA, and Predict use only one level of on-chip buffer and have no local data reuse, thus those designs consume 1.77x, 2.21x, and 2.21x more energy than DUET, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Even though those three designs support computation skipping, the energy consumption is at the same level as Eyeriss. Since buffer accessing is the major source of on-chip energy consumption [11], accelerators without data reuse at the local buffer level would inevitably consume much more energy to access global buffer. DUET uses the same two-level on-chip memory hierarchy as in Eyeriss with local data reuse to improve energy efficiency.

**Energy-delay-product comparison.** To better compare different architectures, we show the comparison on energy-delay-produce (EDP) in Fig. 11(b). The EDP of SnaPEA and Predict are 3.98x and 2.21x more than DUET, respectively. While other designs with computation skipping from both input and output activations, i.e., Predict+Cnvlutin, can achieve comparable performance than DUET, our design demonstrates 1.81x and 2.03x better in energy efficiency and EDP, respectively.

### F. Design Space Exploration

**Speculator Size.** Here we investigate the impact on performance when choosing different sizes of the Speculator while fixing the size of the Executor. Specifically, we modify the systolic array size and scale other components in the Speculator accordingly. The two benchmarks we use are AlexNet and ResNet18. As shown in Fig. 13(a), when the Speculator is small, e.g., 8x8, 8x16, the performance improvements are sub-optimal. This is because the Speculator cannot provide sufficient throughput to support the Executor, processing of Speculator becomes the performance bottleneck. Besides, when increasing the size of Speculator to 32x32, the performance merely improves, meaning the latency of the Speculator is already hidden by the Executor. We need to increase the size of Executor if we want to have more speedups. Therefore, we choose the systolic array size to be 16x32.

**Speculator Precision.** We also study how compute precision affects the approximation quality of the Speculator, which helps us decide the trade-off between hardware consumption and model accuracy. With the same benchmarks, we show in Fig. 13 that INT4 is a preferred precision with negligible accuracy loss indicating good approximation quality. With 4-bit data
representation and computation, we are able to achieve area and energy-efficient approximation, as demonstrated above.

VI. RELATED WORK

Academia and industry have proposed various architectures for the acceleration of DNNs [8], [10], [11], [12], [15], [17], [18], [28], [29], [31], [35], [43], [49], and here we focus on algorithm-architecture co-design to save computations and data accesses.

While our work focuses on dynamic redundancy elimination leveraging noise-resilience in DNN activations, an orthogonal line of research is statically pruning weights to decrease memory footprint and data access. Fine-grained weight sparsity was integrated into DNN accelerators through compressed storage and computation skipping of zero weights [20], [22], [23], [26], [41], [51]. Coarse-grained weight sparsity was further proposed to mitigate the indexing overhead and irregular access [13], [32], [48], [54]. While we do not use pruned models in our evaluation, dual-module processing can be combined with other model compression techniques by taking compressed layers as accurate modules.

Other studies propose dynamic redundancy elimination base on certain criteria. One scenario is leveraging ReLU-induced activation sparsity as either input sparsity detection [3], [5], [20], [23], [30], [39], [50], [54], [55] or output sparsity prediction [4], [7], [34], [45]. Exploiting ReLU-induced activation sparsity is only a special case of our dual-module processing. The approximate results are useful in the insensitive regions instead of only for prediction and then discarded. Besides neuron-wise computation skipping, channel-wise feature map suppressing and gating can reduce computations leveraging the multi-channel feature of CONV layers [19], [27], [48]. However, those studies are limited to saving computations of CONV layers while our design can also save memory access of FC and RNN layers. Computation skipping in RNNs is also proposed leveraging the particular cell structure and the temporal input similarity [6], [40], [52]. However, those methods depend on certain applications and lack of evaluation on NLP tasks such as machine translation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an algorithm-architecture co-design to boost the execution efficiency of DNNs. Firstly, our dual-module architecture uses lightweight approximate modules to compute insensitive activations and seeks to accurate modules to compute sensitive activations with skipped computations and data accesses. Secondly, our DUET design with specialized and decoupled Executor and Speculator supports balanced execution and memory accesses reduction. Compared with standard single-module processing, DUET can achieve 2.24x performance speedup and 1.97x energy efficiency improvement.
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